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leanmachines

The business jet interiors industry has adopted lean manufacturing
processes from the automotive world, and is making them its own
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Ford or VW, but despite the exacting
conditions, each car only takes
approximately 14 days to build and has
a fit and finish that would be the envy
of many private jet owners.
How is this being achieved and
what techniques can the business jet
industry glean from it? “The difficulty
from a pure lean perspective is
compounded when you factor in the
low-volume nature of our business,”
says Alan Foster, operations director at
McLaren Automotive. “What we have
tried to do – and the reflection one year
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leanmachines
The business jet interiors industry has
adopted lean manufacturing processes
from the automotive world, and is making
them its own
Guy Bird, Business Jet Interiors International

Illustration by Mark Watkinson

he new production centre
where the circa £170,000
McLaren 12C road car is
assembled looks more like
a hospital surgery than a
factory. White tiles cover
everything inside – so that any dirt or
misplaced tools show up better – and
the carbon fibre masterpieces pass from
one station to another with the
precision that its Formula 1 team is
renowned for. McLaren currently
makes fewer than 1,000 cars a year, so
this is no mass-production process like
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customershowrooms

Chris Colvin, Business Jet Interiors International

showbusiness    38
OEMs and completion centres are taking the
tedium out of specifying the inside of a
corporate jet
Chris Colvin, Business Jet Interiors International

N

o longer are customers
greeted with barrages of
mix-and-match sample
books that leave them
brain-swollen, blurryeyed and stammering at
day’s end. Now the process of defining
a business jet interior is more like a
trip to the spa. Well, almost.
At Embraer’s new customer centre
in Melbourne, Florida, USA, clients
and prospects get the services of a
concierge. Along the curved outdoor
walkway, there is an array of high-end,
padded wicker furniture and waving
palm trees that make you think you are
walking into a resort. All that’s missing
is a waiter in a pink jacket handing you
a mint julep. Then again, ask the
concierge and it can probably be
arranged. Inside, the reception atrium
is more art gallery than an office
entrance. Coloured glass formed into
whimsical wing shapes hangs from the
ceiling, paintings by Brazilian artists
embellish the walls, and brushed
aluminium and stainless steel panels
demarcate dark woods and white stone
in a modern, clean, high-contrast look
that resembles the inside of one of the
company’s Phenom jets.
Closing the deal Embraer is a relative

newcomer in the corporate jet game,
and its Melbourne customer centre and
showrooms act as powerful sales tools,
according to Robert Knebel, Embraer’s
vice president of executive aircraft
sales. He says the company closes a
deal with 90% of the customers who
visit. “They come here already knowing
the aircraft can do the job, but then
they see the facility and meet our
people,” he says. “They get to see the
kind of investment we have made.”
Embraer Executive Jets’ president,
Ernie Edwards, agrees: “I can think of
three recent deals we’ve closed as a
direct result of customers being able to
fly into Melbourne,” he says. “The
facility has achieved exactly what we
wanted it to.”
The Melbourne customer centre has
two main showrooms – one for the
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1. The Legacy and
Lineage showroom at
Embraer’s customer
centre in Melbourne,
Florida, USA

OEMs and completion centres are taking the tedium
out of specifying the inside of a corporate jet
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italianjob

DESIGNBRIEF

Brief:
The Dolce Vita BBJ is a tribute to the Italian heritage of AirJet
Designs’ creative director Jean-Pierre Alfano. Inspired by the 1960
Federico Fellini movie La Dolce Vita, Alfano set about to translate
this lifestyle into a private jet design. Also influenced by
contemporary Italian furniture, the design aims to encapsulate
finesse, elegance and artisan craftsmanship, while offering a layout
optimised to enable private jet owners to enjoy flight time with
friends and family.
In addition, the project serves as a showcase for the company’s
design signature, which Alfano describes as “taking the finest
ingredients and blending them with technical knowledge, passion
and individual inspiration”.

Description:
The aircraft’s layout consists of two lounge areas and a master
bedroom fitted with semicircular divans and a round bed. Rounded
shapes were used to make the living spaces stand out from the
straight bulkheads conventionally seen in aircraft, and to invoke a
warm and friendly atmosphere.
The furniture was also designed as a departure from the
traditional monument styles seen in many aircraft, and to give the jet
owner and their guests a feeling of flying in their own unique luxury
hotel or villa. This sensation is amplified by the subtle integration of
decorative accessories such as dinnerware, lamps and ceiling
lights; the painstaking care paid to the selection of high-end
materials; and special design details such as a gold relief decoration
on the sliding doors.
Materials include soft Italian leather and matte crocodile skin for
the divans, high-end silk and cashmere for linens, and Carrara
marble flooring for the master lavatory.
The styling is an updated version of neo-baroque, with a sleek
mix of black and white elements. This simple colour scheme is
complemented by carefully chosen red accents and gold details.
For example, golden finishes can be found around the flat-panel
screens, the shutters and the sliding doors.
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Verdict:
The concept was unveiled at EBACE 2012 and
Alfano reports it has generated a lot of positive
feedback since. “This is because it clearly stands
out from other private jets and fully complies with
airworthiness certification requirements,” he says.
Certainly the unusual, round-shaped furniture,
combined with the simplicity of the black, white and
gold colour scheme, creates a glamorous and
romantic interior reflective of its Italian influences.
“This aircraft is also an expression of my design
style, in which I mix traditional craftsmanship with
modernity,” says Alfano. “The result is an interior
that has a timeless appeal, incorporating luxury
artisanship and modern aircraft interior design.”

CONTACT:
jpalfano@airjet-designs.com
www.airjet-designs.com
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